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Background

 

s a hand-lettering artist in the decades before personal computers, I was
challenged to absorb and regurgitate many different lettering styles for
dozens of applications. Packaging, book covers, advertising, &c. All of myAAAA
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sketches were done on tracing paper and I saved them in a cardboard box under
my desk. When I needed a boost, idea-wise, I would rifle through that old box  of
sketches. Over the years, I had favored one lettering style more often than all the
others. It was elastic and maleable. Very versatile. It has been used by lettering
artists and sign painters for decades.

The sign for the Wolf Paper Co. in lower Manhattan sports a version of this lettering style (top left).
Bulletin, an alphabet in an old sign painting instruction manual (top right). And The Radio Papers,

some lettering I did for a book cover demonstrates the easy flexibility of the style.
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digitizing several variations of this style. Eventually I had a small family of six
fonts. The family has grown over the years. I named the fonts after Modesto, the 
central California farming community where my Mom grew up.

Still More Background

 

he Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Baily Circus logo was ready-made for this
old sign painting style. It was a test of the flexibility of those letterforms.
Once I got my hands on a Mac and a copy of Fontographer, I started TTT

A pencil sketch for the circus logo (Top). A Circus ad (middle left). Blue Plate,
the font for the San Francisco Chronicle (middle right top). The lettering on the Modesto train station

 (middle right bottom ). Developmental fragments used as a sketch for a nameplate project.
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Just because I felt like typing Piglet, and when I was done, I liked the way it looked.

The Inline font.
Alone.

The Fill font.
Alone.

Both fonts.
Jammin’ together.

A sample of the Fill font, and my favorite pangram.
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his Inline Cap font was finished about ten years ago, but it was just black. 
The inlines were there, but they were empty. The background would show
through. It bugged me for a few years, but then I discovered people were TTT

Modesto initialsModesto initialsModesto initials

PIGLETPIGLET

The fill font
while waxing parquet decks,

suez sailors vomit
jauntily abaft.

MMM M
making color fonts and it wasn’t against the law to fill those inlines up with color.
I made a Fill font that was just like the Inline font, but solid. My intention was for it to
only be a fill font, but over the time it has been here, I’ve started using it on its own.
It’s a rustic and quirky ultra bold Modesto. Not hard to use. Only two moving parts.
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Inline font over Fill font
An extra copy of the Fill font can be colored and shifted around the background

for a slip-shadow effect.
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Modesto Initials
Two Fonts: Inline and Fill
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the Primary font, the overlap would trap the color. Testing revealed that if the Inline
Fill font was in front of the Primary font, it was thick. If it was behind the Primary
font, it was more svelte. A happy accident. I found there were a number of things I 
could do without even changing the original font. The result: This five-font family. 

 

odesto Open made it’s first appearance in about 2004. It was black, with
a hollow inline, like Modesto Initials. As with the Initials, I set out to make
a Fill font for the Inline. I made the fill font oversized so when it sat behindmmm

Modesto openModesto openModesto open

MMMMM

M MM MM

MMM MMM MMMM

Primary font

This is the Primary font,
Waiting for something

to happen.

The Primary font with
the Inline Fill font on top.

Is the Fill too thick?

Then put the Inline Fill 
behind the Primary font.

Add the Outline font.

Put the Shadow font
behind everything to

add some depth.

Color the Outline font
white and the shadow

is detached.

Color the Inline font
the same color as
the Primary font.

Inline Fill Outline Fat Outline Shadow

A Five Font Family

Some Basics

Even the inline font sort of works on its own

MM
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Modesto Open Variations

MODESTO

MODESTOMODESTO

MODESTOMODESTOMODESTO
MODESTOMODESTOMODESTOMODESTO
MODESTOMODESTOMODESTOMODESTO

MODESTOMODESTO

MODESTOMODESTOMODESTO
MODESTOMODESTOMODESTO
MODESTOMODESTO

Modesto Open is now called Modesto Open-Primary

There are five fonts in the Modesto Open Family: Primary, Inline, Outline, FatOutline and Shadow

Modesto Open Inline has been added to lay color on the inside of the letters

When the Inline font is moved behind the Primary font, the inline becomes more delicate

You can get a little crazy with the Inline if you like

...or you can add the Fat Outline

The Outline font is modestly lighter than the Fat Outline font

The Shadow font is a lightly shaded open outline

Primary, Inline and Shadow, with the Outline added on top

Make the Outline white and it detaches the shadow. Voila!

...or, you could use two Inline fonts, different colors, one over the other,shifted horizontally or diagonally. 
Or you could do this with the Outline fonts, and by offsetting an Outline font behind the Shadow font, or...
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Primary font over InlineFill font.
Then the Shadow font on top of that with the Outline font on top of everything.

With Five Fonts and a Gazillion colors, there are a lot of options.
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Modesto Open
A Five-Font Chromatic Family
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Parkinson Type Design

typedesign.comtypedesign.comtypedesign.com

MyFonts.com  FontShop.com  Fonts.com
available at:
ask for the free
user manual

MODESTOMODESTOMODESTO
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Look! There’s 
another free

user manual!




